Instructions for Use

LINEAR TEAR DUST COVERS

Healthmark is pleased to introduce our Sterility Maintenance Dust Covers. These new bags are stronger but easier to open. They are designed to only tear where & when you want.

Each cover has an indicated tear point at the bottom, whether Self Seal or Heat Seal Style.

In order to open you simply grab and pull apart or using both thumbs & index (pointer) finger pinch on either side of the point you wish to tear and pull in opposite directions. Once the seal on the edge is broken the bag will easily tear all the way across.

IMPORTANT: Proper handling of supplies is important to ensure a sterile usable product.
- Dust covered items should never be carried under the arms.
- Dust covered items should never be transported/carried by grabbing / holding the end of the bag during transportation (this action can compromise the seal and cause undue stress and tearing).
- Proper care and handling of dust covered items should be observed at all times. Carry item in both hands is the recommended practice.